October 13, 2020
Background History of Krazy Flats Saloon.
I submit this background information from the start of the Krazy Flats Saloon in
November 2002 to Nov 2009 so it can be understood how the early years were
and how things have changed to now. I have only indicated what happened and
no related stories which would make this document into a book.
Year 2002
1. It was approved at the GP meeting that CASI sell beer, soda and ice in
Krazy Flats on the recommendation of Jimmy Taylor on the CASI Board. He
had already made a road to go from the main area over to Krazy Flats - .
2. The board was concerned about which director would even go over there
to run it. Again Jimmy Taylor said he stated Ken Rodd, because he was just
elected to the board, but he is not here to say he will not take that job (I
was in Florida at the last minute as my father was undergoing surgery. It
was the first time anyone not present at the GP meeting got elected to the
board.
3. The small 8x10 building was put on top of the hill to sell beer, soda and ice
from Thursday to Saturday. Security during the operational hours was
provided by the hired guards. Preston Nichols and his father slept in the
saloon at night to provide security
4. The only power we had was from a generator Jimmy Taylor had which we
had to keep running to keep ice frozen.
5. Preston Nichols & his father slept in the saloon at night for security.
6. Total sales was $540.00 and the board was happy, but I felt we could do
much better.
Year 2003
1. Saloon moved from the top of the hill to its current location as
recommended by Jimmy Taylor to increase visibility and hopefully sales.
2. Wappo, an electrician and ran electric to Krazy Flats which provided the
saloon with power for lights and the freezer so we no longer needed the
generator He also put in additional electric hookups for future needs.
3. We established a “happy hour” on Thursday to increase business. Bill
Renfro donated a couple of cases of Salsa for the chips we bought out of
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our own pocket. He continued to sponsor our happy hours ever since and
contributed a lot of chips and salsa for it.
Don & Diane Hoy volunteered to come over and help as I could provide
them with Electric as Wappo had installed several electric outlets for the
Saloon area (there were no vendors they yet – but we saw it as very
possible).
I had asked the board to buy some shirts with Krazy Flats on them but was
turned down as they felt they would not sell. I bought 150 shirts with my
money. We sold them on Thursday when we opened up at 2pm with our
“Happy Hour”. The shirts sold out in 45 minutes!!!. Susie Weber bought the
first shirt as she stood in line for an hour to do so. I turned the sale money
of those shirts to CASI and the board was most surprised. The only director,
other than myself, to go to the saloon these first two years was Jimmy
Taylor & Mel Fitzhenry the CASI President
A few chili cooks came over to look this year and walked away with a good
attitude towards it and the work that was being done.
We had security during the operation from Bexar County Sheriff’s Posse
and Preston and his dad slept in it for security at night.
Bob Steinle set up his “Radio Station” next to the saloon so people all over
TICC could hear music and announcements.
Sales for this year went to $1300.00 so the location change made a
difference.

Year 2004
1. About the same as 2003 except sales went up to $2100.00. In 2002, 2003
& 2004 I had to take the money up to the main area by walking to turn it in
to the CASI Treasurer at least 2 twice a day in 2003 & 2004 as they would
not come pick it up. Kind of scary at times with the money bag tuck in my
belt under my shirt.
2. During this year prior to TICC CASI President Mel Fitzhenry made
arrangements with Brewster County they could come into the Krazy Flats
area to get gravel etc. they needed for road work. It resulted to much more
gravel than expected, however it did open up a large area in front of the
saloon that looks pretty nice.

3. Bob Steinle was asked to move his Radio Station from the Flats to the main
cook’s area but he told them no as he was told no by them before when he
asked about putting one in. It was an asset so now they wanted it.
4. This year started the real negative on the Saloon as word was going around
by some CASI people against the Saloon as “they are taking money away
from CASI” even though all money was turned into the CASI Treasurer.
Also the fact of the activities in the Flats of females showing their breasts –
even though some of them did the same thing in the CASI cooks area’s
from the time I first went to TICC in 1993. However by this time they
would not allow Krazy Flats spectators to enter the COOKS area. They use
to drive thru it was a stage coach and a car doing the same thing to the
pleasure of many.
Year 2005
I call this an important turn around year for the Krazy Flats Saloon. I knew we
needed a bigger saloon like a pavilion where people could sit, relax and socialize
with their beverages. I proposed a 20x40 pavilion. At the late January meeting
they said no money would be allocated for such a thing. I then proposed that if I
raised the money thru donations of $10,000 would that be acceptable and they
agreed – however they stated that all money must be raised FIRST as donors for
the city hall building had not all paid and they were stuck with the rest of it to pay
off. Here is what happened.
1. I started the Krazy Flats Charter Membership Club on February 1, 2005 with
a limit of 100 members. To join it cost $100.00 and would receive a Krazy
Flats Shirt. It was printed with “Krazy Flats Charter Member” and the
person’s name. On April 1, 2005 I was able to email the board that we had
$10,000.00 in the bank with 100 members. They thought it was an April
fool’s joke as I sent the email April 1st. So I sent it again April 2nd telling
them it was not a joke. They said OK, but there will be cost overruns so
nothing will be done until another $2,000 is on deposit. That was raised in
a few weeks, but still the board dilly dallied around until late summer to
have it built.
2. I went out and asked PODS/CASIi members to donate a table with chairs for
our new Saloon. The response was great as we got more than enough for
table and chairs so we put a plate on each table on who donated It.!!!!

3. At the directors meeting at TICC I told Mel Fitzhenry (CASI president) to
have the meeting at the KRAZY FLATS SALOON instead of the judging area
cause if he did not then most of the Board Members would not see the new
Saloon!!! He agreed. And for several board members that was the only
time they ever went to the saloon up until 2010 and a few past directors
never have been.
4. What is funny is the fact that a board member seeing it when it opened and
as busy as it was their comment to me was “You built it too small”!!!!
5. We had Bruce Smith & Bill Lester with their music band friends come and
play entertainment as they donated their time and the board would not
approve funds for this.
6. WIFI was installed for the Krazy Flats Saloon by Don Weber. This was nice
because people had to come to the Saloon to use internet and more people
came for the first time.
7. We had a Krazy Flats Charter Member breakfast on Thursday. We had a
happy hour on Thursday.
8. We now opened on Monday and had special guests (Tolbert Chili cooks) on
Tuesday for what became an annual event for them.
9. Si Brown, owner of Louisiana Hot Sauce, a major CASI sponsor, donated
special Krazy Flats banners to our new Saloon and became an avid yearly
visitor.
10. Some chili cooks, mainly our volunteers, cooked their chili at the Saloon on
Saturday so they could work and also cook chili. The Saloon stayed open
even during the chili awards on Saturday. The TICC Champion that year
came over Saturday evening and each year after the Champion has come
over after awards with their group.
11.Our total sales went to $9600.00 dollars. Our volunteers working increased
by many.
Year 2006
1. Much the same as 2005, but the negative stuff by a few still going on and
by a few directors.
2. Sammy Plant donated 2 10x20 covers to increase the covered space for
guests to sit under.

3. Bruce Smith & Bill Lester and their musician group continued to entertain.
We presented them with Krazy Flats Shirts and announced they were the
“official Krazy Flats Saloon House Band”
4. Krazy Flats Charter Membership group breakfast on Thursday morning.
5. Wendell Rankin donated a painted stove for us to raffle off. We used that
money to update the saloon with fans and chairs for the workers.
6. Sammy Plant set up a HOTTUB by the Saloon and it was well used. So much
going on that Sammy never brought it back.
7. The Main Concession store gave us a lot of “last year’s items” that were not
sold for us to sell. We did this for a couple of years having good success
with them that in 2 years they no longer did this, but set up their own area
in main concessions to do this themselves
8. Total Sales increased nicely again.
Year 2007
1. Raised money for putting in a 20x40 slab which extended the Saloon floor
making it better seating underneath the 2 canopies.
2. Sales increased again to $10,400.00
3. More merchandise was available and was selling
4. During TICC we started to raise money so a roof could be put in over the
new patio slab
5. Someone on the Board did not like our Krazy Flats Saloon Sign placed
upside down so they have it changed to right side up. Too funny
Year 2008
Another important year for the Krazy Flats Saloon as we added the 20x40 foot
section to it that replaced the 2 canopy sections Sammy Plant had donated-Now
we could sell beer, wine, soda & Ice from one side the original side was for
Merchandise Sales. Again this was all paid for by DONATIONS given to us for this
purpose in March thru May from mostly Krazy Flats Spectators from Hobbs, NM.
Again the board stalled around saying there would be a cost overrun etc. Also
some felt I was twisting CASI members arms for money, when it fact it all came
from Non CASI people that stays in Krazy Flats on a regular basis. Finally Don Hoy
with a friend of his to help went to Terlingua and got the job done during late
summer for less money than we raised
1. Total sales went up again to $12,900.00. Daily attendance went up.

2. The Board had Bruce Pinnell with the help of Don Weber set up WIFI for all
of TICC. You could have WIFI for a charge, but Krazy Flats Saloon remained
free.
3. The radio station was shut down due to recent activity by the FCC looking
for “illegal stations” even though this one only covered the ranch, however
there was another one operating in Ghost Town or Study Butte...
4. The Krazy Flats House band continued to entertain.
5. The Krazy Flats Charter Members breakfast was held and even enjoyed by
nonmembers also as 152 were served.
6. Merchandise sales kept going up as each year we had a new Krazy Flats
Shirt with a new logo on it.
7. Krazy Flats Saloon tips payed for the Brewster County Sheriff a place for
them to detain people they needed to.
8. Bought a new freezer as Krazy Flats sponsors donated $1581.00 for
improvements.
9. Wappo put in electrical update for the new addition at $20,000 in parts
and labor which he got all donated!!!
10.Wade Hatton played at the Saloon and he was on the main stage on
Thursday night.
Year 2009.
This was my last year on the CASI Board so the Board needed a new Director to
oversee Krazy Flats. The Director selected was WAPPO. Don & Diane Hoy agreed
to become the Krazy Flats Coordinators to oversee the day to day operation
which was certainly a big blessing to keep this place alive and grow more.
1. Sales went up to $15,900
2. Had the first sanctioned BBQ contest
3. 10 Krazy Flats sponsors donated $1,000.00 for future upkeep &
improvements
4. Water tank installed and donated thru Tim Colliers efforts.
5. Had a vehicle parade come past the Krazy Flats Saloon.
6. Si Brown, LA Hot sauce and major CASI sponsor, and Cody Olivera were
sitting at the Saloon with Don Hoy and me, when Si told us we needed a
pavilion for entertainment and he would donate it soon – I think it was
built in 2011 but could have been later.

KRAZY FLATS CONCESSION REPORT – 2003
The new location of the booth certainly was a factor of increased sales as
was the weather.
INCOME Turned IN
Thursday: $1501.00
Friday:
600.00
Saturday: 2150.00
Sent 11/7 345.00
Total
4596.00
Minus Bank 600.00
Net
$3996.00
This is a $3,000 increase from last year.
Improvements to be made:
1. Need to improve ability to store ice and restock ice. We were out of ice
at times within 15 minutes of ice being delivered. Delivery during peak
times was slow resulting in lost sales. The ability of the ice people to
navigate to Krazy Flats at times also impeded delivery time. Often a lot of
ice was sold enroute to the stand so in that aspect sales was not lost in
total. Will Stateczny did an outstanding job considering all the factors he
had to deal with.
2. We did sell a lot of last years shirts & hats compared to the current shirt
& hats. I feel that shirts such as the special shirt made up for the open
house would sell better than our current year CASI SHIRTS. I recommend
we look at some ideas for separate shirts for that area such as tank tops,
and other women types of tops in various colors. It was suggested that
possibly we should copywrite the KRAZY FLATS logo so it won’t get copied
and sold on site later.
3. I need to line up the vendors so that are equal with the Krazy Flats booth
and not out further so the booth is more visible. Also, need a sign or
banner installed showing ICE – BEER – WATER & SHIRTS for sale.

4. We need to have more soda such as Diet Coke & Coke. Also I understand
that the drink “Bull Energizer” is most popular in the younger crowd. Did
have some requests for it. I understand the company comes out to the Fort
Sam Houston CCO to promote their product at the base.
5. Volunteers – The group this year did a great job; however Saturday is
still most difficult. Don Hoy stayed and worked the booth during
announcements and on into Saturday evening. This is most commendable
considering he also cooked Saturday. How many cooks would volunteer to
remain behind during announcements? We need to consider finding a
volunteer group to work Saturday at a minimum from 3:00pm to close and
make a donation to that group’s charity or cause.
6. Hours of Operation. Most of the sales of souvenir type items are done
prior to 6:00pm with the rest of the time being beer (ice sales comes at
opening time). Sales Saturday evening slowed way down at 8:30pm and
those that did come were buying only one or two beers. Thursday and
Friday sales slowed a lot after 6:00PM. This is probably because the Flats
area doesn’t really fill up until later Thursday and during the day Friday and
they are stocked with their beer. If we stay open late, it could result in
increased sales – but it also could be to people we shouldn’t be serving.
Two edged sword here because many of them have had the limit by that
time of day for sure in the Flats.
7. TRAFFIC FLOW – consideration of one way traffic in front of the stand.
Saturday afternoon starting around 2:00pm until 6:00pm or later you could
not drive that road. With vehicles stopped, parked and all with the show
going on no emergency vehicle could possible have got thru.
Strong Points.
1. The Open House Concept was successful and the special edition shirt
went over very well. Recommend we continue this and create another
shirt for next year. One comment heard over and over from many many
cooks was that this was the first time they were ever over in Krazy Flats!!!!
2. The booth location and the electric that was put in

3. The volunteers did great often walking from the cooks area to Krazy
Flats to work. All the volunteers have indicated they will work again next
year.
Building Improvements for 2004
1. Purchase a 98 quart cooler to replace open tub used for beer. Will retain
ice longer and prevent the floor from getting wet from leakage.
2. Build a stand about 2 feet high along inside front wall for coolers to sit
on so the workers don’t have to keep bending way down to get the beer.
Ken Rodd

SUBJECT: Spectator Area Concession Stand
This report covers the operation for this year and recommendations I
would like to see implemented for next year.
The gross income this year was only $569.00. Factors involved for slow
sales include but certainly not limited to the following:
a. Location
b. No advertising that there was a concession stand in the area
c. Poor weather conditions on Friday.
d. Closing Saturday at 2:30pm as there was no volunteers and I need to be
at the stage area. Sales on Saturday were going very well with ice and case
beer sales. Although only opened for 4 ½ hours, the total sales at that
point equaled what was sold on Thursday and Friday with longer
operational hours.
Recommendation for 2003 to increase income.
1. Relocate the booth to a higher visibility area as has been discussed.
2. Place signs on the roads in spectator area indication location of the
booth
3. Information on the booth be included on the “information sheet” given
to people attending TICC
4. I will even make up flyers concerning the booth to place in the inside the
Porta Potties in the spectator area.
5. I will bring my PA system to use for concession announcements from
time to time.
6. We should have a display AD in the October/November Trails concerning
operational hours of all concession stands – some chili cooks attend but are
not qualified or are not 320 members so do not get the information in a
packet mailed to them.
7. Need more variety of shirt sizes as we had several requests for SMALL
and Medium and did not have any of that size on Thursday and Friday. We
had no shirts/hats after Friday as they were returned to the main stand for
sale.
8. Need a large “banner” type sign to place on the stand with “Beer, ICE
and Souvenir Merchandise”

Recommendation for operational efficiency in 2003.
1. Electricity – run electric to booth to INCLUDE a 30AMP plug outside the
building.
2. Cleaning items such as: bar rags, broom, water, etc.
3. Build overhead storage area in each end of the building.
4. If we don’t run electric to the building, we should purchase a couple of
cots and sleeping bags for use by the person(s) that sleep in the building at
night for security purposes.
Recommendation for Concession Staffing.
We have a problem staffing with volunteers on Thursday evening after
5:00pm and all day on Saturday. Thursday evening with the “Social Hour”
and later with the Halloween Party of which most people that do volunteer
want to attend those events. Getting volunteers on Saturday speaks for
itself with the events of the day.
Possible solutions for Staffing.
1. Having a 30 amp plug outside the building (see #1 under Operational
Efficiency) for a member to use for their RV providing they agree to operate
the booth during the day on Saturday and on Thursday evening. Other
times would be with other volunteers as we did this year. This also would
provide some security during after closing without having to have a person
sleep in the booth.
2. Put the concession stand on a “pay basis” either by the hour or a
percentage of the gross sales during Thursday evening and all day Saturday
for two people. I did meet on Sunday (at the Study Butte RV park and
Motel) a “retired national park ranger” that said he and his wife could be
most interested in doing this if it was an option.
3. Saturday WILL be a great day for sales for ICE & BEER and I do not like
losing the potential income. Relieve me of my responsibility of being in the

stage area Saturday afternoon so I can continue to operate the stand
myself.
Final Comments
I feel, as some of you involved with the booth, that the potential for income
is great. I feel it could reach the $5,000 income level in a couple of years.
With good weather on Thursday, Friday and Saturday as we have seen in
past years the sales of ICE and beer would really increase compared to the
weather on Thursday and Friday this year.
I want to thank all of you for the support you provided me during this first
year from providing a ride back and forth, to bringing me supplies or just
stopping by to see if everything was ok and what I needed.
In closing, I want to go on record as VOLUNTEERING to be responsible for
this operation next year to attempt to bring it up more to the potential I
feel it has.
Respectively Submitted
Ken Rodd

Something for Chili Cooks to think about
When I get to a chili cookoff I have been going to for years, do I get
upset if someone is parked or cooking in “my spot”?
Do I try to meet “new” cooks at Cookoffs and welcome them – or do I
wait for them to come say hello to me?
At a host sponsored “Cooks Party”, do I get my food and return to my
cooking area or do I sit around with the host organization and their
members.
Do I talk with the cookoff hosts membership (like VFW, American
Legion, Elks, Moose, Etc) and express my appreciation for their work and
hosting the cookoff?
If the cookoff is held at an establishment that serves beer, do I bring my
own beer in their place of business?
Do I get upset if the Chili announcements are not made within 30
minutes of tallying if the host organization is finishing up an auction or
some other activity as part of their fundraiser?
Do I complain about how cookoffs are run even though I have never put
on a cookoff from start to finish?
After the Chili announcements are made, do I congratulate the new
cooks that made the top ten or final table?
Have I offered to help a new cook in the past year?

Date: November 10, 2004
To: CASI Directors
Subject: After Action Report for Krazy Flats Concession Stand
Krazy Flats Concession Stand income increased from $4200.00 last year to
$5700.00 this year. I feel the increased income was as a result of the
following:
1. The second freezer put in the stand prevented a constant running out
of ice and having to wait for a delivery. In regards to delivery time, the part
of the road coming down into Krazy Flats that was widened also allowed for
faster traffic flow which helped the ice people servicing Krazy Flats
2. The concession stand being in the same location for the second year
makes it a familiar site with what is available.
3. Krazy Flats Open House was attended by more cooks coming over to
Krazy Flats for the first TIME EVER this year than last. Word is spreading
about Krazy Flats and the fun over there.
4. Krazy Flats Special edition shirt with a different theme brought repeat
customers.
5. The road area in front of Krazy Flats Concession and the vendors was
opened up so traffic could move thru easily and stopping to purchase items
was possible
6. Having several volunteers that worked last year that are experienced
with the
type of customers in Krazy Flats. I might add, that most all of this years
volunteers
have signed for 2005 already. The special golf shirts made up for the
volunteers (that they paid for) was most successful and a team builder.
7. Using two cash drawers this year, one for beer & ice, one for shirts, etc,
as suggested by Renee gave better accountability of how much was sold in
shirts and how much in beer.
.
Recommendations for 2005 to increase the effectiveness of Krazy Flats
Concession Stand.
1. A sign at least 5’ long and 4’ high placed on the roof over the window
with a light

to illuminate it during the dark hours. Recommend the sign be
removable so it can
be stored during the year.
2. Previous years TICC shirts sell well and should be continued. However,
possible
items with “Krazy Flats, Terlingua, TX” would sell such as “Dew Rags”.
Also had many requests for “Chap Stick”, “disposable cameras” and
batteries. I would
like other suggestions that might sell.
3. Selling shirts by moving thru the crowd on golf cart like the ice wagon.
4. Having “Specials” at certain slow times that might entice people to
come and buy
during those periods.
5. Making up a flyer to give out to the spectators when they buy their
wrist bands.
6. Need entertainment other than just the “Saturday Afternoon Show” to
give the spectators something. A band from San Angelo may come down
next year with the SACCA POD and play for nothing.
Future Growth Considerations
1. Krazy Flats Concession Stand needs to have a cover in the outer area
which to place some tables and chairs to create a “patio” ( a 20 by 10)
rather than people standing out in the open. This would assist greatly
both in bad and good weather
Summary
The Krazy Flats Volunteers – did a tremendous job and take a lot of pride in
being part of this new endeavor at TICC. There is no doubt, the Krazy Flats
Staff shirts with their names on them was a big hit with them. They all have
volunteered to work again next year. They provide suggestions for
improving operations, etc.
Last, I can not thank Don & Dianna Hoy enough – for the second year in a
row they have worked the booth all day Saturday alone even though they

cooked chili. It is hard enough to find any volunteers on Saturday for Krazy
Flats and the Main Gate, let alone someone that has cooked chili.
Respectively Submitted
Ken Rodd

Membeship Roster Krazy Flats Charter Membership Club
Roster last updated on April 19, 2005 – 100 members
Mbr Number
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Name
John Caffey 1st former director (XL) PD 1/12/05
+Hut Brown – 1st person to join
Pd 2/12
+Bob Coates – first CASI life member
Pd 2/12
st
+ Dee Hay – 1 Mexico Intl Champion pd 3/6/05
Ken Rodd - Founder
+Suzy Weber – first Krazy Flats residents pd 2/13/05
+Don Weber- first Krazy Flats residents pd 2/13/05
+San Angelo Cookers Assoc – first POD(XL) pd 3/13/05
+Ms Tracy – first Terlingua Resident (M)
Bud Barrick – first outside of TX (L) pd 2/12/05
Jimmy Maturo – first from Florida pd 2/13/05
+Jimmy Taylor – first current CASI Director paid C 3/05.05
+Sherry Davis – first TX Ladies State Committee(M)
+Nigel Delgardo- 1st to join from Houston pd 4/2/05
Tim Collier – 1st husband wife team(XL) pd 2/16/05
Connie Collier 1st husband wife team (L) pd 2/16/05
Monte Tatsh – SACA (XL) pd 3/13/05
Clay Cross – SACA(XL) pd 3/13/05
Stacey Davis –(2X) pd 4/16/05
Jason Jackson – SACA (XL) pd 3/13/05
Blaine Wilson- SACA (L) pd 3/26/05
Joe Yarbro – SACA (XXXL) pd 3/3/05
C.D. Gage (XL) pd 4/16/05
Jerry Fickling – SACA(L) pd 3/13/05
+Roger Foltz – first TICC Champion (XL) pd 2/15/05
+Doyle Smith – 1st Texas Open Champion (L) pd 2/17/05
Ava Horan – 1st Great Pepper (L) paid 2/16/05
Chip Welsh 1st Great Pepper (Red Lion Food) (2XL) paid 2/23/05
Wayne Jolliffe – 1st couple from outside the USA (XXL) pd 2/16/05
Genee Jolliffe – 1st couple from outside the USA (L)
pd 2/16/05
st
Sue Caffey – 1 “Past Great Pepper of the Year” (M) pd 2/12/05
+Billy Doss – 1st Member of Old Time CASI Member pd 3/5/05
+Neal Doss – 1st Wife of 1st Member of Old Time CASI Member pd 3/5/05
Dani Medlin 1st daughter of a TICC Champion
+Donn Shands – 1st member from Pepper Hill days pd 3/15/05
+Mild Bills Spices – 1st Corporate Member pd 5/29/05
Evelyn Du Mond (M) pd 2/14/05
Bob Steinle ( XL) paid 2/14/05 1st Radio Station in Krazy Flats
Nick Mcgarity (XL) paid 2/15/05 1st Past Great Pepper
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+Ruby Ross (M) paid 2/23/05 1st Mbr Friends of Texas Ladies
State
Frank Fox – 1st “Hall of Flame Member” to join (XXXL) pd 4/1/05
+Bob Way (2XL) first from Washington State [pd 1/16/05)
Gene Hilliker ( LG) first NON “CASI” member
Bill Renfro 1st TICC SPONSOR – (2XL) paid 2/24/05
Diane McMillan – 1st CASI Announcer Wife pd 3/05/05 (XL)
Bradley “Lew” Wheeling – paid 2/28/05 (XXL)
Stuart Frye – First from ARK – paid 2/28/05 (XL)
+Gayle Cook – 1st Smaller than Small Person (SM) pd 4/1/05
Jim Ezell -1st VP of CASI to join (XL) pd 4/1/05
Jason Ezell – 1st Son of a CASI Director (XL) pd 4/1/05
Preston Shaw – First from TN – pd 32/28/05 (XL)
Dick Wagner – 1st tent camper in Krazy Flats (XXXL) paid 3/07/05
Chuck Taylor – (2XL) paid 5/28/05
Charmaine Rodgers pd 5/28/05
Randy Garst – (XL) pd 3/3/05
Dick Smith – first from AZ (XL) pd 3/3/05
Arvol, Hodge – 1st from Wichita Falls (L) pd 3/3/05
Bill Riodan – 1st 2 time winner of the Texas Open pd 4/1/05
Mavis Nelson – 1st POD Founder & GP paid 3/6/05
+Shirley Stateczny – 1st Past Alcalde pd 3/05/05
Dianne Stimpson
Donna Conrad
Ed Cypert – SACA pd 4/16/05
Sammie Plant – 1st GP meeting Hostess pd 4/16/06
Chuck Spishock- 1st Great Pepper from Space City POD
Dorothy Spishock- 1st Great Pepper from Pasadena POD
Tom Cook – pd 4/1/05
Lee Brett (XXXL) paid 3/13/05
Ruben Rodriguex (L-name Meskin) paid 3/7/05
+David Richardson – 1st Chilihead of the Year
+Phil Barnes 1st Chili Cook from Blancos –pd 3/05/05
+Pete Drake 1st Past Great Pepper of Houston POD (L) pd 3/9/05
+ Keith Karaff – 1st Current Great Pepper of the Year pd 3/6/05
Colorado Chili POD (XL) pd 4/19/05
John Goforth – 1st Regional Referee (L) paid 3/9/05
Patrick O’Neal – (L) paid 4/14/05
Don Hoy
Lynn Hejtmancik (L) pd C 3/05/05 1st Past TICC Champion
Pat Krenek-1st 2 time TX Ladies State Champion pd 4/02/05
Ken Shotwell – (XXL) pd 3/26/05
Marcia Headrick (L) pd 4/16/05
Passport America (L) 5/17/05
A J Glass (XL) – SACCA pd 4/16/05
Bruce Fredrick – (L) SACCA pd 4/16/05
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100
4/01/05

+

Jon Maxwell pd4/1/05
Teena Miller (L) pd 4/2/05
Clyde Rodgers pd 5/28/05
Robert Schrade – (XL) pd 4/2/05
Rocky Rockwell – 1st from the Northeast
Ralph Hay – 1st Past President of CASI pd 3/19/05
James Gillen – 1st GP Central Texas (XL) pd 3/12/05
Mryl Coultas -1st Trails Editor pd 4/16/05
+Jeanette Cardenas – 1st Ken Rodd Look A Like
Jessie Waguespack – 1st POD Membership Chairperson
John Casias (XL) pd 4/19/05
Connie Schrade – (XL) pd 4/2/05
Chuck Taylor – 1st Past GP SOT POD
+Joyce Jowers – 1st GP of Ken Rodds (M) pd 3/5/05
Mary Ann Richardson – (S)
+Johnye Harriman – the 1st LAST Charter member to join. Pd
Ken Rodd

Membership Certificate sent to member

2003

2005

